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Abstract.

We prove that if v > 1/2, then 2"~'iT(v)l[xvl1e^Kv(^/x)]
is
the Laplace transform of a selfdecomposable probability distribution while
2T(i/+ \)x~vl2e~^Iv{^fx
) is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible
distribution. The former result is used to show that an estimate of M. Wong
[13] is sharp. We also prove that the roots of the equations

b3lv-i(aVz)/I»(aVz) = a3/„_,<Vz)//„<6x/2),
biKl/+i(aVJ)/K,(a^)

= aiKv+i(b^/l)IKtl{bsJl),

v>0,z¿0,

lie in a certain sector contained in the open left half plane. This proves and
extends a conjecture of H. Hattori arising from his work in partial differential
equations.

1. Introduction
A probability measure dp is infinitely divisible if for every positive integer
n there is a probability measure dpn such that dp is an «-fold convolution of
dpn,

i.e., dp = dpn * dpn * • • ■* dpn

[2]. A function

/

defined on (0, oo) is

said to be completely monotonie (on (0,oo)) if / has continuous derivatives
of all orders and / (x) > 0, x > 0. Bernstein's theorem [2, 12] characterizes
completely monotonie functions as Laplace transforms of positive measures
whose support is contained in [0, oo). When a probability measure dp is
supported on a subset of [0, oo) then dp is infinitely divisible if and only if
its Laplace transform satisfies the conditions

(1.1)
Jo
'o

e

dp(t) = e

' ,

h(0) = 0,

and h (x) is completely monotonie.

When there is a positive measure dco such that h' has the representation
_(1.2)

*'<*)-/"Jo ^7«
x +1

*>0'
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then p is selfdecomposable [2]. Selfdecomposable functions are infinitely divisible. A probability distribution satisfying (1.1) and (1.2) is called a generalized
gamma convolution. Generalized gamma convolutions form an interesting subclass of the selfdecomposable or infinitely divisible distributions [10].
The notation and terminology in this work follow that of Erdelyi, et al. [1],

Feller [2], Watson [11] and Widder [12].
The Laplace transforms of probability measures are usually transcendental
special functions so h', h is as in (1.1), is a quotient of two special functions.
This led several authors to study the complete monotonicity of various quotients
of special functions and of the logarithmic derivatives of solutions of differential
and difference equations [4, 5]. In order to prove the infinite divisibility of the
student ¿-distribution it was sufficient to prove that

21-V//X(v^)/r>)

= É>-ÂW, „>-l/2,

and h' is completely monotonie, where Kv is a modified Bessel function. The
complete monotonicity of h' in the above formula proves the complete monotonicity of x"' Kv{y/x). It is clear that the reciprocal of a nonconstant completely monotonie function is not completely monotonie, hence x~v /Kv(y/x)
is not completely monotonie. However one can slightly modify the latter function and obtain a completely monotonie function. The first main result of this
work is the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let
(1.3)

Fl(x,u)

= 2l/-lT(u)x-'//2e'^/Ki/(^).

The function Fl(x,v)
(respectively \/Fx(x,v))
is the Laplace transform of a
generalized gamma convolution when v > 1/2 (0 < u < 1/2).
We stated Theorem 1 only for v > 1/2 or v < 1/2 because Fx(x, 1/2) = 1
[1, (7.2.40)]. Theorem 1 shows that Fx{x ,v) is a decreasing function of x on
(0,oo) when v > 1/2. Thus we obtain the lower bound

(1.4)

xvKii{x)ex >2v~xY{u),

x > 0,1/ > 1/2,

Note that the left-hand side of (1.4) tends to 2v~{T(v) as x —►
0, hence the
lower bound in (1.4) is the best possible constant lower bound.
Results concerning monotonicity of modified Bessel functions Kv invariably
have companion results involving Iv . A companion to Theorem 1 is

Theorem 2. When v > 1/2 the function
(1.5)

F2{x;v) := 2"l> + \)X-vl%{yß)e^,

is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible distribution which is not a
generalized gamma convolution. When 0 < v < 1/2 the same conclusion holds
for \/F2(x,v).
Theorems 1 and 2 will be proved in §2. In §3 we discuss the estimates
obtained in Wong [13]. We also give a different proof of Wong's estimates and
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use the lower bound (1.4) to show that these estimates are
used his estimates to obtain an upper bound for the number
the essential spectrum of a pseudo-differential operator in
mechanics [13].
In §4 we will prove Theorems 3 and 5. Theorem 3 will
Theorem 5 will be stated in §4.

best possible. Wong
of eigenvalues below
relativistic quantum
be stated below and

Theorem 3. Let a > 0, b > 0, v > 0. When a ^ b, the nonreal roots of the
transcendental equation

(1.6)

^_,(^)//j^)

= aV,(^)//„(^),

z#0,

are finitely many and lie inside the circle

(1.7)

„_,. (fl +b Kjc

ab

Z+

a4 + a2b2 + b4

.2

a" + aLbL + b

4-A/,/c

where jv k is a certain positive zero of the Bessel function Jv{z). Furthermore
the equation (1.6) has infinitely many real roots and they are all negative.

Theorem 3 was motivated by a conjecture of H. Hattori [6]. Hattori showed
that the eigenvalues of a partial differential operator he was studying are the
roots of

(1.8)

bico\h{asfz) = aico\\i{b^),

z^O.

He then conjectured the existence of a positive number c such that if z = x+iy
satisfies (1.8) then x < 0 and \y\ + ex < 0. The transcendental equation (1.8)
is the special case i/ = 1/2 of (1.6). It is easy to confirm Hattori's conjecture

from Theorem 3. Indeed we find
,, 4 +, b
,4 +a
, 2,2,-1/2
c = ab(a
b )

since the circle (1.7) lies in the left half plane, does not pass through the origin
and the slopes of the tangent lines drawn from the origin to the circle (1.7) are

±ab(a + b +a b )

.

Thus Theorem 3 gives a numerical value for the conjectured constant c. Theorem 3 also generalizes Hattori's conjecture and extends it to Bessel functions.
Theorem 3 has a companion result for the modified Bessel functions Kv(z).
The companion result is Theorem 5 which will be stated and proved in §4.
Ismail and Kelker [8] introduced certain probability distributions involving
modified Bessel functions. They were motivated by problems involving special
functions. Ismail and Kelker established the infinite divisibility of the distributions they introduced. Later Pitman and Yor [9] provided a very interesting
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probabilistic set up for the aforementioned distributions. The probability distributions discussed in this note also arise naturally in the theory of Bessel functions and we hope they will also arise in an equally natural way in probability
theory.

2. Proofs

of Theorems

1 and 2

Our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 use the integral representation

....

2.1)

*„_,(>/*)

4 f°°

Jl '
= ^ /
VxKv(y/x)
n2Jo

rldt

_

-=-=-5-,
(x + t2)[J2(t) + Y2(t)]

x>0,v>Q.

^n

The above integral representation is implicit in Grosswald [3] and has been put
in the form (2.1) by the present author [7]. It was also used in [8]. The analogue
of (2.1) for the Iv functions is the Mittag-Leffler expansion [1, (7.9.3), (7.2.12)]
oo

(2-2)

/„+,(*)//„(*) = £2x{x2 +il .J-1,

where 0 < jv , < jv 2 < • • • < jv

< ■■• are the positive zeros of the Bessel

function J ix).
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider first the case v > 1/2. Since Fx(x,v)
x€[0,oo)
we set h(x) := - InFx{x, v). Using the relationship

d{x"Kv{x))ldx

= -xvKv_{{x)

[1, (7.11.21)], we find 2xx'2h'{x) = 1 - Kv_^yß)/Kv{^).
(2.1) and

(2.3)

> 0 for

We then apply

--"2=§r^i
i Jo X + t

to derive the integral representation

1

7th'(X)
i'(x) =
= //

—l—* I 1
2

Jo0 x + t'l

l

2{nty
r2/,x

J¿(t) +, v2,
Y¿(t)

dt.

2—1

2

The coefficients of (x + t )
in the above integrand is positive since Jv{t) +
Y2{t) > 2/{nx), when v > 1/2, Watson [11, §13.74]. This shows that h'
satisfies (1.2) and dco is a positive measure. The same proof works in the
case 0 < v < 1/2. The only difference is that J2(t) + Y2(t) < 2/(nx) when
0 < v < 1/2. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. When v >
1/2 we set h{x) := - InF2(x, u).

Then

d{x~vIv{x))/dx

= x~vIv+{(x),

[1,

(7.11.21)], (2.2) and (2.3) yield
1

°°

(2.4) AV)=i*-":-x>
+¿„r'4/
Z
«=1
The functions

1

/"OO

-70

J,

oo

1

A-Ejirjr-X + í
n=\X+Jv,n

l/(x + t2)m+{ decrease with t for t > 0 and w = 1,2,3,
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Therefore a discrete approximation to the integral in the above formula implies
i

t\>n

(-1)

jm

111

d

m\

fl(x)

\

dxm

oo

y*

;

;

oo

}v,n~JV,n-\

¿-inix+j2

V^r

)m+l

H1

-2 ,-m-l

Jv>ni

where jv 0 := 0. The right hand side in the above inequality is positive when
v > 1/2 and is negative when v < 1/2 since jv n- jv n_{> n iî v > \/2 but
K n~ Jv n-\ <n if ^ < 1/2 [11]. This establishes the complete monotonicity
of h' when v > 1/2. The case 0 < v < 1/2 is similar. To see h'(x) cannot
be as in (1.2) with dco > 0 note that co is unique up to normalization at the
points of discontinuity. Furthermore (2.4) gives dco = {2n\fty{ dt - dr¡(t)
•y
where dn(t) is a discrete measure with unit masses located at t = (jv n) ,
n = 1,2, .... It is now clear that dn(t) is not a positive measure.
3. An APPLICATION

The following integral arose in the analysis of pseudo-differential operators

in [13]:
(3.1)
H(t,x) = t{(x2 + t2)/2}-{n+l)/2 J~ w("-l)'2 exp i-w
The question was to estimate the function F(p,x)
/•oo

(3.2)

F(p,x)=

Jo

- "^

^ \ dw .

for x > 0, and p < m,

/>oo

eßtH(t,x)dt

=x

Jo

eßXtH(xt,x)dt.

The main result of this section is Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. The following results hold:
(i) There is a constant M2 such that F(m,x)
(ii) There is a constant M3 such that F(m,x)

> A/2x_("_1)/2, x > 0,
< M3x~

' , for x > 0

and n > 2.
In [13] M. W. Wong proved that there is a constant C independent of p
such that the inequality F{p,x) < Cx~{"~l)/2/(mV2 - p), x > 0, n > 1,
holds for fi < m. He then let p —►
m . Note the difference between the latter
result and (ii).
We first prove part (i). Replace w by w/2 in (3.1) and combine the fact
K_v{x) - Kv{x) with the integral representation
2Kv(ax) = av i°° fl'vexp{-^(t

[1, (7.12.24)]
+ a2/t)} dt,

to find that
(3.3)

H(t,x)

= 2t{m2/(x2

+ t2)}{n+X)l*K(n+m{m{x2 + t2)1'2).
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In view of the latter equality, (1.4) and (3.2), we obtain
/-> a\

t-f
\ ^
(3.4) F(m,x)>2y

i("+')/2rv/

, iw>\
T((n+\)/2)x

"-1

/»OO

I/

Jo

I-

.ii
t(\
+. t„2.—(n+l)/2
)
e mxt-mxyj\+t2
v

2 1/2

,.
dt.

2 1/2

The function t-(\+t
)
increases with t on [0,oo), hence t-(l+t
) ' > -1
for t > 0. Thus the exponential function in (3.4) is bounded below by e~'
and a simple calculation establishes the lower bound

(3.5)

F{m,x)>2{"~[),2r((n-l)/2)x"~le~mx,

n>l,x>0,

and (i) follows.
To prove (ii) we note that ,/xexKi/(x) —*(^)/2
as x -* oo, v > -1/2 [1,
§7.4]. The function x"Ki/(x) decreases with x, is continuous on (0,oo) and
continuous on the right at x - 0. Therefore there are constants A,CX , and
'2 such that
C,

(3.6)

vto(B+1)/2(0 < <V

',

^<i

and

,(n+l)/2-,

. ,

„

-i

t(n+l,,IK{n+x)/2(t) < C2e~

foT0<t<A.
We substitute (3.3) in the second equality in (3.2) and then express the
integral as the sum of two integrals, /, and l2. In the first integral 0 <
m x (1 + í2) < A2 while in the second integral m x2(l + t2) > A2. We set
p = m, apply the bounds in (3.6), and then change the limits of integration to
0 and oo to get

/, < 2C2x ■" /
Jo

/(l+i2)-("+1)/2exp[xm(/-v/r+?)l
L

J

dt

and
/»OO

; ^ ~,rl2
< 2C2m "I1 x '-"/2

//
Jo

,.

./i , ,2.-«/4-l/2
t(\
+t )

_

exp Tmx(t,. -vl+i/, , ,2.2
L

dt.

In both integrals we use exp[mx{t - (1 + t )1/2}] < 1 and note that the rest of
the integrand is integrable when n > 2. This proves part (ii).

4. Roots of two transcendental

equations

The proofs of Theorems 3 and 5 use (2.1 ), (2.2), and the three term recurrence
relations

(4.1)

l„_x{z) = Iv+x{z)Av{z),

(4-2)

^+1(z)

= ^_1(z)

+ ^(z).

Proof of Theorem 3. From (2.2) and (4.1) we find

h-xW ^+
Y
2z
w
- f^2+Jt,n
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and (1.6) becomes
oo

oo

y/z/a

= a

TJ=7+zZ
a^fi
, z + i2 la2

by/1

yfi/b
z+X,Jb2l

n=l

which can be written in the form
4/-2 ,¿2x
<*(z
+ J:,Jl>)
z (¿4- a4)=x:
tl\ \z+JÍ,Jb 2i2

(4.3)

,4,=
-2 ,2
b^
+ Kj*)
Iz+ ÄV«2!2

Set
r = i + it].
We first show that £ < 0. To do so we equate the real parts of (4.3) to get
^{b4-a4)

(4.4)

n

= £

e + r,2

'

n

^\{z + jl,Ja2){z + j2vJb2)\2

where

Bn-=a\t

+ jljb2)-b4{t:

+ jlja2),

An:= (Í + /Ü>2Xí + /í,„/*Víí

+ ¿,„/«2)- b\t + jljb2)].

When £ > 0 it is easy to see that

B.

A
„2

l2

a —b

> 0 and

a2-b2

>0.

If we divide both sides of (4.4) by a - b , we see that when £ > 0 the new
left side is less than or equal to zero while the new right hand side is positive.
This contradiction shows that £ < 0. In particular (1.6) has no positive roots.
It only remains to show that there is a positive integer k such that the circle
(1.7) contains all roots of (1.6) in its interior. Multiply (4.3) by z and then
equate the imaginary parts of both sides of the resulting equation. When r¡ ^ 0

we obtain

6 -2

bA6;2
Jv,„

a Ju,n

\z + jl,Jb2\2

£

*.,

t+lJA1'

This shows that the quantity
tA l\

(4-5)

.2
a 2.\a2 z + jvJ

.2

,2,,
-b\b

2

.2
z +, J„J

,2

cannot have the same sign for all « , « > 1 . The quantity in (4.5) is
(a6 - 66)(£2 + ri+jtja2

- b2) + 2^^

- b4),

which is a constant multiple of

(4.6)

/ 4
,4
.4
« K .2 , 2 , .2,
(a
+ Z>
+ a 2,2,,
¿>)(f¿I +172,) + 7„
,„ +, 2£/„
„ (a + ¿>).

Thus the above expression must change sign as n increases from 1 to oo.
Since jv n —*oo as n —>oo, the expression (4.6) will be positive eventually,
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hence it must be negative for a finite value of n , say n —k. This shows that
all complex zeros are in the interior of the circle (1.7).
Finally we show that (1.6) has infinitely many real roots. If z < 0 then
1II
Iu(\fz) is a constant multiple of Jv((-z) ' ) and Jv{z) has infinitely many
zeros and they are all real when v > -1. Thus when z — —x the graphs of
the right and left hand sides of (1.6) resemble the graphs of a cot(by/x) and
b cot(a^/x ), respectively. It is then clear that there are infinitely many negative
roots of (1.6) when v > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. Let a> 0, b > 0, u > 0, a ^ b. Then the nonreal roots of

biKi/+x(a^)/K[/(a^)

= a'Kv+x{b^)/Kv(b^),

z ¿ 0,

lie in the sector
\n/¿í\<ab/\/a4

+ b4 + a2b2,

{ = Rez,n

= Imz.

Proof. We apply (2.1) and (4.2) to express the transcendental equation in Theorem 5 in the form

,4.7)

r
Jo

, >-a

(tf,.^,

J2(t) + Y2(t) { b2z + t2

a2z + t2

The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. Write

z =4 + in
and equate real parts of both sides of (4.7). The real part of the quantity in the
curled brackets in (4.7) is
[Dn + t]2Cny\(z

+ t2/a2)(z

+ t2/b2)\2,

where
s,

,4

,4.j.

, t (a - b )

cn = (fl - b K +

2u2

aLb¿

Dn = (Z + t2la2){£, + t2/b2)[a2(a2^ + t2) - b2(b2^ + t2)].

When £ > 0 it follows that both Cn/(a2 - b2) and DJ (a2 - b2) are positive
and this leads to a contradiction as in the proof of Theorem 3. Therefore
£, = Rez < 0. When f| = Imz/0,
multiply (4.7) by z and then equate the
imaginary parts of the resulting equation to see that as t varies from 0 to oo
the function
(4.8)

aVz

+ í2|2-¿>2|¿>2z + í2|2

must change sign at least once. The function in (4.8) is a constant multiple of
(a4 + b4 + a2b2){t\2 + n) + t4 + 2dlt2(a2 + b2),

that is
, 4
, r„2 , E/ 2 , ,2,,2
(a
+b,4 +a 2,2,
b )r¡2 - a 2,2,.2
b Ç +[t
+Ç(a + b )] .
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In order for the above function of / to change sign on (0, oo) we must have
, 4

,4

2,2,

2

2,2^2

„

{a +b +a b )rj -a b Ç <0,
and Theorem 5 follows.
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